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VCE assessment principles

Assessment is an integral part of teaching and 

learning that at the senior secondary level:

‒ identifies opportunities for further learning

‒ describes student achievement

‒ articulates and maintains standards

‒ provides the basis for the award of a certificate. 



VCE assessment principles

• As part of VCE studies, assessment tasks 

enable:

‒ the demonstration of the achievement of an 

outcome or set of outcomes

‒ judgment and reporting of a level of achievement

for school-based assessments at Units 3 and 4.



VCE assessment principles

VCE assessment will be

• valid (fair and reasonable)

• equitable

• balanced and

• efficient.



1. Valid assessment

Does the assessment enable judgments to be made about demonstration of 
outcomes and levels of achievement fairly, in a balanced way without adverse 
effects on or for the education system?

Is the timeline and teaching of the School-assessed Task?

– Are there clear instructions to the students about what they are 
required to do?

– fair and reasonable?

– conducted  under fair conditions?

– conducted under substantially the same  conditions for all students in the 
cohort



2. Equitable 
• Ensure that no students are either privileged or disadvantaged, nor 

are any students excluded based on gender, culture, linguistic 
background, physical disability, socioeconomic status or 
geographical location. 

• Is the teaching of the task conducted under same/similar conditions 
to provide consistent information about student performance?

ASK

‒ Can all students complete the task?

‒ Are some students privileged? 



3. Balanced 
The management of the school-assessed task should be designed to 
provide a range of opportunities for students to demonstrate in 
different contexts and modes and demonstrate different levels of 
achievement.

ASK

‒ Will the students be allowed to demonstrate different levels of 
achievement?

‒ How is the assessment criteria unpacked and explained to the 
students?

‒ How broadly are the key knowledge, key skills and outcomes being 
covered in the task?



4. Efficient
• The minimum number of assessments must be set to enable a robust judgment about the 

progress and learning of each student. This number of assessments is set in the VCE 
study design. 

• Each assessment instrument must balance the demands of precision with those of 
efficiency. 

• Assessment should not generate workload and/or stress that unduly diminishes the 
performance of a student under fair and reasonable conditions.

ASK

‒ How many times will you observe and authenticate student work?

‒ Do the activities of the task generate undue student stress?

‒ Are students being under assessed or over assessed on the outcome and assessment 
criteria?



VCAA Presentations – School-based 

Assessment

Videos available on the VCAA webpages explaining the 

VCE Assessment Principles.

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-

assessment/School-basedAssessment/Pages/School-

based-Assessment-Teacher-videos.aspx

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-assessment/School-basedAssessment/Pages/School-based-Assessment-Teacher-videos.aspx


School-based assessment

• In Units 3 and 4 the administrative information about the 

School-assessed Task is available in the following 

document. 

• There is information in the study design about what is 

required for the task. 
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Scope and nature of the task

Read carefully the 

information about the 

scope and nature of 

the task to help plan 

your delivery. 



Individual VCE subject teachers

• Develop and administer a school-based assessment 
program considering the needs of the student cohort

• Monitor student work and progress within the cohort 

• Provide feedback about School-based assessment to 
individual students to
– assist in determination of  Satisfactory / Non satisfactory completion of 

outcome

– determine individual student achievement levels for School Based 
Assessment



School-based assessment must:

Allow 

authentication 

issues to be 

addressed

Be 
completed 
mainly in 

class within 
the 

nominated 
timeframe

Elicit a 
spread of 

results

Be 
consistent 

for all 
students 

of the 
subject 

within the 
school



• Consider the cohort of studentswho

• Consider the Outcome being 
assessedwhat

• Consider the timing of the activitieswhen

• Consider the conditions of 
assessmentwhere



Written information to be provided to students

Does the 
information 

clearly 
indicate:

What students are 
expected to do 

/complete 

Conditions

Submission and 
authentication 

dates. 

Feedback
procedures for 

students

Criteria students 
are to be 

assessed against



Sample of information to provide to 

students

• A summary of each unit in plain language

• Key skills and knowledge 

• A working timeline 

• Authentication Sheet

• Assessment Criteria 

• Exemplars



Timeline of feedback and 

authentication

• Feedback is essential to allow students to improve their 

practice. Feedback should be provided in multiple 

formats including the Authentication sheet released for 

2021 ( current year of study)  

• A student timeline should indicate dates when the 

student should expect feedback. Written and/or verbal



Students are given a 
timeline.

The timeline indicates when 
Authentication checks will 
take place

It also provides information 
about feedback sessions



Commercially produced guides

• May be used but MUST be adapted. 
‒ Activities included in the School-assessed task must be UNIQUE to each 

individual school

• Always check that the material is appropriate and that the key 
knowledge, key skills and outcome are being assessed accordingly.

• It is the responsibility of the school and teacher to:
‒ check that a commercially produced task is compliant with VCAA requirements.

‒ ensure authentication of student work.



Study Design page support

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/curriculum/vce/vce-study-designs/Art/Pages/Index.aspx

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/curriculum/vce/vce-study-designs/Art/Pages/Index.aspx


Advice for teachers includes:

Advice on the 

construction and 

delivery of the 

school-assessed 

task.



School-assessed Task Unit 3



School-assessed Task Unit 3
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The Art Process- unpacked 

Think about how you can 
simply communicate the 
art process so students 
can better understand. 



The Art process unpacked 

You may wish to create an 
infographic that shows how the 
stages of the art process 
interconnect

*this is reference image only and applies to VCD study
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Visual Language explained

• Students are guided 

through the definition 

• Complete minor tasks to 

develop and consolidate 

their understanding and 

application



Use of visual language throughout art practice to refine and resolve ideas and  artworks.

VISUAL LANGUAGE

Finding ways to communicate ideas by visual means, 
through the use of art elements and principles, materials 
and techniques, imagery and symbolism

REFINEMENT RESOLUTION

Style:”  Expressionist vs Realist

The expressionist style creates the 
emphasis of heightened emotion, 
showing the emotional impact of 
anorexia on the student

The realist style is used to represent 
the student in their physical reality

Elements & Principles of art: 
1. Line and tone used to 

emphasis the skeletal form 
of the body to show the 
ravages of the disease

Imagery and symbolism: 
1. Empty plate showing the 

lack of food

Technique: Loose impasto 
application of paint. The impasto 
adds weight and substance to the 
symbol of the illness while the loose 
application results in a lack of 
definition, showing that the second 
figure in not substance (real) but 
the personification of the illness – it 
is mental state manifesting in a 
physical form

Elements & Principles of art: 
1. Colour – the selection of 

sickly green

Imagery and symbolism: 
1. Hand covering the mouth to 

prevent the student from 
eating

2. A second figure to represent 
the ill self taking control

Technique: 
Rough pallet 
knife strokes 
emphasises 
harsh and 
menacing
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Analytical Frameworks

• How do you break these down for your students?

• The study design outlines the frameworks in the cross 

study specifications and provides a further breakdown 

(from pg 10)…. Think about how you might unpack these 

for your students.

• A series of questions, quick tasks, games, quizlets….. 



Sample approaches  



Annotation using the frameworks 

Once your students have a working understanding of 
the frameworks you need to guide them to apply this 
thinking throughout their own art process. 

Frameworks must be identified. The simplest way to do this is to 
nominate the framework in the annotation.

The aim of this study is to have students apply the frameworks and 
reflect on their artmaking throughout the entire art process. 
*The study design or assessment criteria does not involve a statement prior and after. 



Headings written in real time

Colour coded key 



FINAL ARTWORK 

A finished artwork is one that is judged by students 
to best demonstrate their acquisition of the key 
knowledge and skills for the outcome

The difference/s between the U3 and U4 artwork/s should be evident in the level 
of technical skill, the refinement of ideas and concepts and the use of a visual 
language that effectively communicates students’ intentions. The body of work 
should demonstrate a progressive development and refinement of ideas and 
personal concepts in addition to an increasingly skillful manipulation of structural 
and technical qualities that have been developed and refined over the two units. 



School-assessed Task Unit 4



School-assessed Task Unit 4



Analytical Frameworks in Unit 4 

• Selected and relevant frameworks are applied throughout

• Consistent use of the analytical frameworks and art terminology
are applied in Unit 4 to evaluate, reflect upon, and justify
decisions and ideas. 



Refinement, realisation and resolution

How do you facilitate this?

Feedback, question prompts, 
critiques and discussions help 
student understand how their 
visual language communicates 
their ideas



Self Assessment 

Have students assess 
themselves against the rubric. 



The progressive resolution of ideas, 

concepts and techniques from Unit 3

Critiques are a great way to get students 
thinking about how their ideas have 
progressed since Unit 3, questions from 
their peer's help drive the critical and 
creative thinking required.

Written and/or verbal approaches are a 
great way to help students with multiple 
intelligences 



Final artwork 

Remember that a final artwork is one that is judged by 

students to best demonstrate their acquisition of the key 

knowledge and skills for the outcome.

The student should be able to justify and reflect on how 

the final artwork resolves their personal concepts 
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